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Providing hands-on intervention for Canadian
species on the brink of extinction.
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MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT
2016 was a critical year for the health of our environment. In April, the Paris Agreement was formally signed as a
global action plan to avoid dangerous climate change. This was critical for our animal populations as we are only
starting to learn of the true impact of climate change on individual species.
At Wildlife Preservation Canada, we are seeing the impact

Programs Director Jessica Steiner – we integrated new cashflow

of climate change first-hand with the Oregon Spotted

forecasting and budgeting models to help us streamline and

Frog. Extreme summer temperatures are causing abnormal

position for future growth. We refreshed our website (www.

development, leading to larger frogs in hot summers and

wildlifepreservation.ca) and translated the core of it into French.

delayed tadpoles in cool summers. With a cool June and July

We moved to a new office and implemented a new employee

in the west, only 20% of the frogs in our 2016 conservation

benefits program, to the delight of staff.

breeding program were ready for release in the fall. Climate
change is unfortunately not the only threat our species have to
deal with –habitat loss, disease, and the introduction of nonnative species are just a few others.

We must thank several groups that have enabled Wildlife
Preservation Canada to achieve our milestones. Firstly, thank
you to our donors from coast-to-coast – the individuals,
foundations, corporations and various levels of government that

Thankfully 2016 was an impressive year for Wildlife Preservation

allow us to make our important work happen. We appreciate

Canada’s programs. We produced our first-ever mated queens

the collaboration of our project partners, which include like-

in our bumblebee colonies. Shrike breeding counts were

minded charities, land trusts, zoos, educational institutions

the best in years. The effort to re-establish burrowing owls

and grassroots volunteer organizations. Thank you to our staff,

in British Columbia is successful enough that we feel our

whose passion and dedication go way above and beyond. And

participation in the project is no longer necessary. Our 27th New

to my colleagues on the Board – thank you for your steadfast

Noah, Laura King, completed advanced training and field work

advice and commitment to this important cause.

in Mauritius and is now sharing her knowledge back home.

While many challenges lie ahead of us, this teamwork will quite

We also made great strides in our organizational development.

literally make the dream work that no animal should go extinct

The need for our work resonated like never before and

under our watch.

consequently we raised more funding and garnered more
media attention than previous years. Under our leadership team
– specifically Executive Director Randal Heide and Conservation
Stephanie McLarty
President, Wildlife Preservation Canada
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ABOUT US
Wildlife Preservation Canada saves animals on the brink of extinction. Since 1985, we’ve been
saving critically endangered species – species whose numbers in the wild are so low that a
great deal more than habitat protection is required to recover them.

Grassland & Insectivorous Birds: From
coast to coast to coast, Canada’s bird populations
are in serious decline. Habitat loss continues
to be a major threat, along with predation of
nesting sites by domestic animals, and the
slow encroachment of human development.
Meanwhile, climate change presents a host of
new challenges, altering conditions on migration
routes and overwintering grounds, and affecting
food availability.

Wildlife Preservation Canada works with partners across the
country to support scientific research and field studies in the
following three focal areas:
Native Pollinators: Ninety per cent of all flowering plants
can’t reproduce without the help of pollinators. And those
plants, in turn, support thousands of other species. That
makes insect pollinators such as butterflies, flies, moths,
beetles and bees a cornerstone of natural ecosystems.

OUR FOUNDER
Wildlife Preservation Canada was founded
by Gerald Durrell in 1985 and continues his
lifelong work of saving endangered species
through hands-on conservation techniques
and training conservation personnel to
work in their native countries.

Reptiles & Amphibians: No other class of
wildlife in Canada faces a greater risk of extinction
than reptiles and amphibians. Their eggs and
young are being decimated by raccoons and
other predators. Invasive species are changing the
ecosystems they depend on, while fragmented
habitat leaves many isolated populations
susceptible to inbreeding. On top of that,
pollution, roadkill, poaching and climate change
all pose threats.
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
G

R

Hands-on Intervention

Measurable Results

For many species facing extinction,
habitat protection alone is not
enough. Wildlife Preservation
Canada uses science-based
techniques such as conservation
breeding, reintroduction, and
translocation, to save species at risk.

Wildlife Preservation Canada’s
scientists collect high-quality data to
incorporate into recovery strategies.
As our scientists refine and improve
their techniques, we share insights
with the scientific community
through our publications.

-

.

Collaboration

Building Capacity

Species recovery is a team effort
between government, educational
institutions, agencies, industry
partners, and landowners.. Wildlife
Preservation Canada takes either a
lead or supporting role depending
on what is required.

Through the Canada New Noah
Program, and our national field
biologist positions, Wildlife
Preservation Canada provides
young scientists with opportunities
to develop skills and hands-on
experience.
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NATIVE POLLINATORS
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Several pollinating insect species have recently been categorized as at risk in Canada. Our
Native Pollinator Initiative aims to save these important insects from extinction by pioneering
new approaches in conservation management for insects in North America.
Since 2013, we’ve collaborated with numerous
partners in Canada, the U.S. and overseas to
establish conservation breeding colonies, build the
BumbleBeeWatch.org website, host educational
workshops, conduct scientific research, and support
efforts to improve or restore habitat.
In 2016, Wildlife Preservation Canada carried out
programs in Ontario and British Columbia, to save
the yellow-banded bumble bee and the Taylor’s
checkerspot butterfly.
2016 was an important year for the yellow-banded
bumble bee. It was assessed as Special Concern by
the Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in
Ontario (COSSARO). Fortunately, it was also a big
year for our conservation breeding program. After

two unsuccessful years, the colonies produced
their first queens. Insights from that success will be
used in our continued efforts to develop diseasefree colonies that we can re-introduce into suitable
habitat to boost wild populations.
After two years of conservation breeding on
Denman Island in British Columbia, the Taylor’s
checkerspot program moved to a facility at the
Greater Vancouver Zoo. This move allows the
program to increase breeding capacity, releasing
up to 1,000 caterpillars per year. It also provides
the public outreach and exposure that is needed
to build support for re-establishing a healthy wild
population in Southern BC.

We hope to gain insight into the ecological
requirements of declining native bumble bee
species through a variety of research projects,
including our yellow-banded bumble bee
conservation breeding program and wild bumble
bee colony nest box installations. Collecting this
valuable information will help us understand how
we can make better conservation decisions in order
to stop the steady decline of native pollinators that
are critical to the stability of our ecosystems.
- Sarah Johnson, Lead Biologist
Native Pollinator Initiative

22

135

yellow-banded
bumble bee colonies
produced workers.

at-risk bumble bee
species sightings
submitted to the
Ontario database.

23

1,099

formally trained

Taylor's checkerspot
butterflies reared
and released in B.C.

BumbleBeeWatch.org

survey volunteers.
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GRASSLAND &
INSECTIVOROUS BIRDS
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According to Canada’s Species at Risk Public Registry, 50 species of birds in this country are
currently Endangered or Threatened. Trends reveal that shorebirds, grassland birds, and aerial
insectivores that depend on flying insects for food are experiencing the most dramatic declines.
In 2016, Wildlife Preservation Canada continued its
efforts to support the burrowing owl, four swallow
species, and the eastern loggerhead shrike.
2016 marked the final year of our involvement with
burrowing owls in British Columbia. After 11 years
of partnership with the Burrowing Owl Conservation
Society of B.C., we achieved our goal of re-introducing
the formerly extirpated species to the province, as a
small but growing migratory population has taken root.
2016 was also the final year of a 3-year study of
swallows in Atlantic Canada, conducted by 2009 New
Noah Tara Imlay. Tara examined the role of threats such
as declines in food availability, and quality of wintering
habitat in population declines. Results from the study
will be available in 2018.
The eastern loggerhead shrike program requires an
ongoing investment due to the severity of the wild
population decline. Breeding pairs are still isolated to
only two pockets in Ontario: Carden and Napanee. The
ongoing success of our conservation breeding program
is helping to keep the species alive while efforts to
understand and manage threats throughout its full
migratory lifecycle continue to increase.

The data from our long-term field study shows that our work with shrikes is preventing the species from
disappearing altogether in Canada. But conservation breeding can only act as a band-aid to a greater
problem. We must work together to identify and reduce threats to wild populations so they can begin to
grow again naturally.
- Hazel Wheeler, Lead Biologist
Eastern Loggerhead Shrike Program

105

28%

331

40

eastern loggerhead
shrikes reared and
released.

of wild shrikes
originated from our
release program

swallow nests
monitored in Atlantic
Canada.

burrowing owls
returned to B.C. from
migration.
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REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS

Wildlife Preservation Canada
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According to the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC), more
than 40 amphibian and reptile species are currently threatened or endangered. More than a
third of these species need some form of hands-on intervention to survive.

As we work to save key populations of endangered and
threatened species, we are also trying to advance the science
of conserving reptiles and amphibians by developing and
promoting best practices in techniques such as translocation,
headstarting, conservation breeding, and in-situ intervention.
In British Columbia, our work focuses on two species native to
the Fraser Valley Wetlands: the Oregon spotted frog, and the
coastal western painted turtle. Since the program began, we
have raised and released over 500 frogs. We also hit a milestone
with the western painted turtle by successfully breeding them
in captivity for the first time, resulting in 10 hatchlings to be
released next year.
The Lake Erie Wetland project in Ontario also reached a
milestone in 2016, with over 10,000 Blanding’s, spiny-soft-shell,
northern map, and snapping turtles released into Lake Erie
since the start of the program.
The Massasauga rattlesnake continues to be threatened by
human development in Southern and Central Ontario. In 2016
we began testing the feasibility of translocating juvenile snakes
to new wintering sites, which could become an increasingly
important conservation tool for this species. Habitat protection
for the Ojibway Prairie population also continues. In 2016,
the Ojibway Prairie Complex and Greater Park Ecosystem was
recognized as an Important Amphibian and Reptile Area.

128

2,091

10

41

western painted
turtles headstarted
in B.C.

turtle hatchlings
saved and released
into Lake Erie.

tagged Blanding's
turtles released
for monitoring in
Ontario.

Massasauga
rattlesnakes released
in Ontario.

The headstarting program at the Greater Vancouver Zoo facility allows frogs and turtles to develop
into healthy and robust juveniles that have a fighting chance of survival when they are released the
following year. Without hands-on programs like these, mortality rates are so high that recovery of wild
populations is unlikely.
- Andrea Gielens, Lead Biologist
Fraser Valley Wetlands Program
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CANADA'S NEW NOAH
Since 1990, the Canada’s New Noah program has given young biologists the opportunity of a
lifetime. Each year, Wildlife Preservation Canada selects one graduate student from dozens of
applicants across Canada for the coveted position at the Durrell Conservation Academy.

LAURA KING
Laura always dreamed of becoming a wildlife
biologist and spent most of her childhood trying
to soak up information about conservation.
After completing her BScH in Biology at Queens
University, she took a field course on the ecology
of amphibians and reptiles. That was it, Laura
was hooked. She continued her education at
McMaster University and worked on boreal forest
conservation projects in northern Quebec. Before
enrolling in the New Noah Program, Laura was
managing a science centre in Newfoundland.
Through the New Noah Program, Laura worked
on a variety of projects, from cultivating and
propagating rare plant species with the Native Plant
Propagation Centre, to installing nest boxes for the

THE DURRELL
CONSERVATION ACADEMY
With educational facilities on Jersey in the
Channel Islands and Mauritius in the Indian
Ocean, the Durrell Conservation Academy
is a world leader in conservation capacity
development, operating at the interface
between in-situ and ex-situ conservation.

Mauritius Echo Parakeet (Psittacula eques) in the
Black River Gorges National Park.
Laura speaks about the importance of real-world
conservation experience. “Before the New Noah
Program I knew how to take samples and do T-tests
and run a scientiﬁc research project, but I did not
know how to achieve conservation. It sounds
cheesy, but especially going to big Canadian
research-intense universities, you kind of ﬂoat
around in the middle. You never feel like a leader.

To date the Academy has trained more than

You never really stand out. To come on something

3,500 students, who have learned from some of

like this that develops you in so many ways – week

the world’s leading conservation practitioners

after week you’re getting new skills – it sort of

in the art and science of species conservation.

changes how you see yourself and so you start to
think you could lead conservation projects too.”
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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THANK YOU
Saving Canada's species at risk is a monumental task. Wildlife Preservation Canada believes
that our success cannot be achieved without strong partnerships and generous funding. We
want to thank all our corporate, foundation, and individual donors who believe in our work
and are willing to invest in the future of Canadian ecosystems.

Corporate & Foundation Donors
150,000 and above

20,000 - 100,000

10,000 -20,000

Colleges and Institutes Canada

Alan and Patricia Koval Foundation

K.M. Hunter Foundation

Environment and Climate Change Canada

The Rogers Foundation

The McLean Foundation

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry

The Schad Foundation

The Patrick Hodgson Family Foundation

The Sitka Foundation

Takla Foundation

250 - 5,000

5,000 - 10,000
Helen McCrea Peacock Foundation at the Toronto Foundation

The Annual Foundation

J.P. Bickell Foundation

The Barraclough Foundation

The John & Pat McCutcheon Charitable Foundation

Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company of Canada

The Kathleen-Mary and Walter Barron Family Foundation

Bremner Family Fund
British Columbia Conservation Organisation
Burt's Bees
Chimp Foundation
Don and Hazel Williams Foundation
Hallward Fund at Toronto Foundation

Jean and Fred Biehl Fund of the Elgin-St. Thomas Community Foundation
The King Foundation at the Community Foundation of Ottawa
Leon Judah Blackmore Foundation
S.J. Lombard Medical
The Westaway Charitable Foundation
Wilyn Pharmacy Inc
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Individual Donors
20,000 and above

5,000 - 10,000

1,000 - 5,000

Estate of Jocelyn Howden

Gordon & Harriet Cummings

Barbara Alderson

Eric Maki

Estate of E.M. Moran

Estate of Irene Alberta Bodner

Lori Cohen

Carole Marshall

Martha Rogers

Estate of Alice Clinch

Jonathan & Allison Dawrant

Patricia McKenzie

Brian Dawson

Catherine McLean

Morwenna Edward

Alec Monro

John Grandy

Roberta Olenick

Ellen Hand

Kathleen Richardson

Douglas Hart

Richard Richardson

Arnold Irwin

Joanna Robertson

Gail Luckhart

& Anthony Devir

Rod MacFadyen

Julie Wood

500- 1,000

250-500

Cindy Clarke

Alexander Armstrong

Fred Hill

James Dickenson

Kathryn Dempster Nicholson

Brian Armstrong

Louise Hoover

Graham Fraser

Dimitra Fera

David & Mavis Atton

Melanie Isbister

Lucy Guest

Rosanne Gasse

Barry Attridge

Martin Kuhn Richard Kuntz

Robin Hardy

Ian Glen

Deborah Beatty

Naomi Lee

Josh Harmon

Dorothea Godt

Nancy Biehl

Elizabeth Lewis

Ivars Kops

Lloyd Hodge

Constance Boldt

Mary Lillicrap

Margaret Lock

Glen Holmwood

Suzanne Bond

R. Gordon Marantz

Cindy Manderscheid

Viola Loewen

Anne Bosch

Derek Marpole

Robert P. Morgan

Marion Magee

Christopher Boynton

Nancy McFadyen

Vivienne Muller

Stephanie McLarty

Martha Jo Breithaupt

Elizabeth McGregor

Emmeline Scott

Nancy S Netting

Carole Brown

Alastair Mont

William Noble

Deanne Buller

Marili Moore

Bridget Stutchbury

Fletcher Chouinard

Gayle Morton

Marvin Tarek

John Collyer

Joanne Neely

Laurie White

Cynthea Cooch

Pinar Ozyetis

Ken & Lynda Whiteford

John Crookshank

Lou Probst

Anne Curtis

Christian Schroeder

Martha Hallward

Donald Stark

New Monthly Donors

Laurie Hammond

Corlene Taylor

Loretta Heide

Barbara Whitley

Randal Heide

Christiane Willox

Samantha Heiydt
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OUR PARTNERS
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Founder
Gerald M. Durrell OBE
President
Stephanie McLarty
Vice-President
Bridget Stutchbury, Ph.D.
Secretary
Pinar Ozyetis
Treasurer
Shripal Doshi
Directors
Christopher Boynton
Jay Bryant
Ian Glen
John Grandy
Rachelle Hansen
Douglas Hart
H. Alec B. Monro
Joanna Robertson
Julie Wood

Honourary Directors
Chris Von Boetticher
Louise Gervais
Kathryn B.P. Dempster
Graham F. Hallward
Anson R. McKim
William Noble
Richard Fyfe, OC
Thomas C. Sears
Eleanor R. Clitheroe
W. Paterson Ferns, C.M.
Stephen T. Molson
William E. Stavert
Lee Durrell, Ph.D.
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5420 Highway 6 North
Guelph, ON N1H 6J2
1-800-956-6608
1-519-836-9314
wildlifepreservation.ca

